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Quick Start
On launch the application automatically will search for all user accounts and their permission rights on the
current boot drive.
So the initially displayed window will look like below:

When the check is done the main window will appear.

You may have a Motion Template installer folder or disk image which includes a Motion Template Tool
".mtt" file or just a Motion Template folder or disk image.
If you got a ".mtt" file just double click it or open it by selecting the menu item "Open Install Script..."
("shift - cmd - O"). You should not change anything as the original creator (which might be you) already have made his thoughts about where to install the template(s). Just select the users and hit the
install button on the right.
Having just a simple Motion Template folder you can drag and drop it to the table on the left of the
main window or use the menu "Open Template Folder(s)..." ("cmd -O"). In this case you have to enter
at least an installation path for each template.
Also if the ".mtt" file or the Motion Template folder comes comes on a disk image you can't change
themes and versions.
Both ways though allow a lot of modifications.
So even if the application is easy to use, it is highly recommended to read this manual to understand
the available options and the way templates work and are organized.
For in-depth understanding on how Motion Templates are handled inside Apple's Final Cut Pro X you
may want to read the Apple Motion manual as well.
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Introduction
Some global notes
The Motion Template Tool is a database driven application to help both developers/creators and users of
Apple's Motion Templates (named Motion Templates below) to keep installation and setups clean.
It provides a simple hassle-free way to install custom templates, change some installation settings and
make backups of the template installations.
For maintenance you can check whether template installations match all user's installations and sync
them if needed. One also can create disk images for backup and/or distribution.
Apple's Final Cut Pro X (FCPX ) does have advantages as free Motion Templates can be used.
If Apple's Motion 5 is installed you can create your own or modify existing ones. This was true with earlier
versions of FCP - but it hadn't been that obvious for many if not most users.
Also publishing parameters or creating rigs within Motion for FCPX is totally rewritten. This makes this
kind of application "co-work" way more useful and popular then ever before.
FCPX at the current state is pretty much focused on a single user and a single machine. The "Single
User" could be quite a problem even if you are a "Single User" but work (dependent on your job) on two
or more machines on the same project.
There is a disadvantage when you want to share projects between users or move projects to another machine (which may have other users as well). This disadvantage applied to Apple's Final Cut Studio
(FCPS) too.
To keep templates working for everybody they need to be installed using the same folder structure at any
user's Motion Templates folder on every machine for every user. This might be tedious work and needs a
structured workflow.
The Motion Template Tool.app takes on some of this burden. But makes life a bit more complicated since
you have to understand the folder structures required by FCPX.
To read about differences and structures of Motion Template read the next page.
Though all of the below mostly talks about users it applies to different machines with different users as
well.
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Template installation with FCPX compared to FCPS
This part might not be that interesting for those users using FCP(X) for the first time, but it is worth
reading to understand how the whole system works
The graphics below show a basic setup and handling for FCPX and FCPS for templates.
While the FCPX links look clear and structured, those for FCPS look a bit confusing. I left out some of
the possible FCPS link to make it visually less complicated.
By default newFCPX events and projects are installed in the current user folder. However, you can
move projects and events or create those on another drive, which makes them available for all users.
With manual installation new Motion templates (or duplication and modification of existing ones) are
only available to the current user and not available for others.
This can be a problem with a "public" project as other users don't have access to the specialised templates. Even if you create a project without any effects others may apply some of their own templates
which might be not available to anyone else.

!
With FCPS manual installation normally was done by copying the templates to "/Library/Application
support/Final Cut Studio/Motion/Templates/". On launch FCP checks this folder and all templates are
available for all users - you could install the template for a specific user as well, but that wasnʼt common.
Also creation of projects gave the user a bit more initial freedom. That had some advantages and
some disadvantages.

!
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With the Motion Template Tool for FCPX you can install one or more templates with a few clicks for all
users - or build packages to install current templates for use on other machines.

You can also sync templates between different computers using the Motion Template Tool and
FCPXML. It's not easy but keeps your brain working on how to organize your stuff.
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Template installation details
Now it get's a bit more complicated as we go into the details. You can configure your FCPX setup in
different ways -- and you can damage it in different ways.
For example we take two dummy "Effect" templates which were installed manually using a different
folder structure for each of them.

As you see they show up fine in FCPX, The way the "Effects" directory is interpreted -- using this simple example -- works this way: first "first" sub-directories of "Effects" and then last directory of any
following sub-directory. All other directories are ignored - at least in the effects browser.
Within a FCPX project the full path is stored:
~/Movies/Motion Templates/Effects/My new ones/Another new Folder/Latest new 1/New Template 1
~/Movies/Motion Templates/Effects/My new ones/Another new Folder/Latest new 2/New Template 2
This will work the same way with any other kind of templates i.e. Titles, Generators, Transitions.
The above example is just a dummy one, but it shows that you can create a very detailed structure
which can help within the Finder to find and organize them.
But be aware once you have created any kind of structure and used the template in a project never
ever change the structure again -- or the names. Your templates will go offline in any project they
were used. It probably will be a lot of work to replace them.
Changing names of a template folder can even have really severe consequences. If -- using the above
example -- one would change the name of the "New Template 2" folder to "New Template" the Motion
file's name inside the folder would not match the folder name. Therefore FCPX cannot resolve the
path to the template and will hang.

On the next page a different folder structure will be used.
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Let's take a scenario which you normally get when you create your own Motion Templates.

As you see there is no difference within the FCPX "Effects" browser.
The way it is stored inside a project though differs from the example above with different paths:
~/Movies/Motion Templates/Effects/My new ones/New Template 1
~/Movies/Motion Templates/Effects/My new ones/New Template 2
compared to
~/Movies/Motion Templates/Effects/My new ones/Another new Folder/Latest new 1/New Template 1
~/Movies/Motion Templates/Effects/My new ones/Another new Folder/Latest new 2/New Template 2
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But let us have a look at the "Theme".

As you see the master folder "Effects" is listed as dark gray title above all video effects.
The theme of the Motion file "test 2" is shown on the left side of the browser.
So everything works as expected.
But as you see all the "test" themes which had been entered during creation now do have their own
entry.

Conclusion: handle themes very carefully when selecting or creating a new theme both on modification, creation or installation. The browser listing could be confusing with too many themes.
It would have been a much better idea to apply the same theme to all those which belong into one
group.
This is shown with the examples on the next pages.
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Here we use some free blur effects from Alex Gollner
(http://alex4d.wordpress.com/2012/02/12/blurs-7-free-fcpx-effects/)
Using the recommended manual installation way as described on the website …

… you will get the following in FCPX.
First the "Effects" browser.

As expected the templates show up in the correct category beside others which use the same category name -- in this case the built-in "Blurs" of FCPX.
That's great!
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Now let us have a look at the "Themes" browser.

While the dummy "test" effect templates do show up as "Video Effects" and on the left side of the
browser as themes -- the "Blurs" do not show up neither as effect nor as theme.
The reason is simple, both Alex Gollner's "Blur" and the ones supplied by FCPX do not have a
"Theme" applied.
This can make sense for the user. But there can be reasons to distinguish between "custom" and
"built-in" templates to speed up workflow.
So for example you can change the recommended installation path for Alex Gollner's template to
~/Movies/Motion Templates/Effects/Blur/Alex4d/
Why?
You have found another nice blur template from Frank Gieseke (DrFrankieWb) and do an install at
~/Movies/Motion Templates/Effects/Blur/DrFrankieWb/
So your "Effects" folder will look like below.
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As explained in the beginning of this chapter only the first and the last levels of the folder structure will
be used for listing inside FCPX.
So your "Effects" browser will show up as below.

Now the "Bidirectional Blur" is added to the "Blur" effects beside the "... a4d" blurs in the user's "Blur"
and all other "Blur" folders
The "Themes" browser might be touched by this installation or not, since themes are stored (as said
above) within the Motion Template file itself.
In the above all of the installed Motion Templates had a "Blur" theme and therefore they show up as a
sub-group both within the "Blur" effect group and "Themes" browser group while the built-in themes
for "Blur" do not show up in the latter one as they do not have any theme applied.
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Using the dummy example with the "test..." themes applied you can change the theme to group them.
In the below all themes of the dummy templates were unified to "test".

As you see the "Theme" lists all different kind of templates which belong to that "test" theme. In this
case there are "Effects" and "Titles". But there can be "Generators" and "Transitions" as well.
So working organized while creating or installing templates can be very helpful. Both the installation
path and the theme do "work hand in hand" to structure or customize the user interface or the user's
workflow.

.
But -- again -- keep in mind that the path structure must always be the same for every computer and
every user.
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Comparing versions of templates
Using "Home-made" templates is quite easy, but quite often changes for unlocked templates of this
kind can have severe consequences. Also replacing elder versions of a template will affect all projects
where the elder versions were used.
That might lead to a situation that the project will display the template as offline or in case it's not results can be very different from that what you wanted do to with the template in those elder projects.
So both creators and "modifiers" of templates should be aware of these issues -- and should take
care. Modifying a template means you must to use the "Save as..." option in Motion to keep the risk of
destroying older projects as low as possible.

With the current beta version of MTT there is a quite solid analyzing system of templates. But based
on user feedback there is still an ongoing discussion. So there is missing text here.
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Menus
Motion Template Tool
Preferences (cmd - ,)
There are several preference entries, which allow to customize the application behavior. See below.
!

File
New Install Session (cmd - N)
This will clear all template entries in the template install table and clean the the included databases.
Open Template Folder... (cmd - O)
This allows to add one or more template folders. How they would be added depends on the
settings in the preferences.
Install Templates... (cmd - S)
All templates which do have a "Template Path Name" applied will be installed for
the selected user(s).
For additional options see "Preferences"
Save Installation Script and Distributable only (cmd - shift - S)
This allows to create an ISO disk image or an archive file without installing the actual templates for
users. This makes it easy for developers (or users) to create installation files for distribution. This
command will temporarily ignore the preference settings for creating backup folders. You also can
press the matching button in the main interface.

!

Tools
Check FCPXL for Effects ... (cmd - option - O)
This will let you open a FCPXML project file to check whether the required templates are available
on your system. All used templates will be shown in a list view. The list includes whether the template is a built-in or a custom template.
This can be helpful if you want to transport a project from one machine to another.
For more details see the "Advanced Workflow" section.
List all Templates of all Users (cmd - L)
This will list all installed custom templates.
This can be helpful if you want to synchronize the templates installation between all users.
For more details see the "Advanced Workflow" section.

!

Help
Help (cmd - ?)
This will show the help file: this file.
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Preferences
There are several preference entries, which allow to customize the application behavior.

To understand those options have a look at the descriptions below.
Template Import
Delete existing template entries in "Install Table" on new drop action
You can add several template source folders at a time to install and/or backup them within one simple
step.
But you may want to build customized groups of install session.
If this option is checked the contents of the template table will be cleared once you drag a new template (or more) to the template table. If it's unchecked the template will be added to the session.
This applies not only to the drag and drop function but to the "Open Template Folder..." menu item as
well.

Template Backup
Collect and copy installed templates to backup folder
Once you add several template source folders to the user accounts, this option creates a folder which
contains all installed template folders. For options read the text below.
Select Backup Master Path
This allows to set up a master path where all session backups are stored. If this path is empty or can't
be found MTT will ask you to select one or create a new one.
Auto-save Install Script
This allows to create a simple text based document which reflects your installation settings. It will be
stored in the backup folder or disk image as "Install.mtt". The "Install.mtt" does not include any user
settings - they could change any time and will be different on every machine - the list of local users is
determined at application startup. Though you can modify it within any text editor it's highly recommended not to. More about the usage of ".mtt" files later.
Create Distributable
This option allows to create an ISO disk image or an archive file of your installation including the settings which reflect your installation settings.
Also see the menu item "Save Installation Script and Distributable only".
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Remove Originals
If you got downloaded templates from the internet, or got them from a co-worker etc. they are often
distributed over a lot of places on your machine. With the backup and disk image option the are collected in a safe place, but that at least triples the amount of files and may confusing when you search
for them. This option allows to remove the original templates after they have been backed up securely.
Ask for custom Folder Name
By default the application will name the backup collection to "Installation" plus current date and time,
so it looks like this example name "Installation 2012-02-03 12_15_25". This prevents existing backups
being overwritten.
But you can still apply your custom folder name. The app will warn if the folder exists and you may
decide whether to overwrite the existing folder or not.
Add Read Me file(s)
The template names and folder names quite often are difficult to understand. So this option specifies a
text, RTF or PDF document or add a "webloc" file, which can give some useful information. Simply
select one (or more) and they will be stored within the backup folder and/or disk image.
Interface
Show Template Info in HUD
This will display some information about the selected Motion template in a floating window,
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Main window and some workflow examples
Once you have setup the preferences you can start.
On the right side of the main window you see the current user setup.

By default only the current user is is selected. The three buttons below the list allow to switch easily
between the selected user setups.
On the left side you see the listing of templates to be installed.

You can drag template folders to the table or use cmd-O to add templates.

As shown in the example above none of the templates have a "Template Path Name". That is the default behavior -- except if you use an Install.mtt file.
For final installation or disk creation you will need a "Template Path Name". It organizes the way
where in the users "Motion Templates" the template will be installed.
The "Theme Name" is retrieved from the Motion XML of the template. It might be empty and can be
left empty or it can be changed if the Motion file is not locked. The changes will be written to the Motion XML and saved.
The third column lists the name(s) of the template(s) and can't be changed.
Also the fourth column can't be changed. It shows the category of the template which is extracted during the import of the template beside other things.
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As explained in the "Preferences" section you can select "Show Template Info in HUD". This will display some info including the preview image of the selected template.

(Note on the example above: It's an Apple template; even Apple does not supply version and description, I hope you will do better!)
The text based info is extracted from the Motion XML. "Motion Theme Name", "Build Version" ,
"Description" and "Published Parameters" can't be changed here at this time. That may change in a
future version.
Additionally the creation date and the time difference between creation date and modification date is
displayed. In case there is a time difference a small warning icon will be shown.

The time difference display can help to figure out whether templates may match or not match current
installations.
How to change "Theme", "Build" and "Description" entries read further.

How to change the Installation Path
To change "Template Path Name" or "Theme Name" of selected templates press the "Edit Template
Settings" button or hit cmd-E.
A new window will appear:

In the example of the template zone I've selected all the "TKY ..." templates which where created by
Simon Ubsdell, so I could enter his name to keep them in one kind of "Template Path Name". This
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name can be used in different categories of Apples Final Cut X templates, independent of the type.

I used the "Apply to Selection" button without checking the "Don't overwrite existing template names"
Hereʼs the result:

You also can enter a full path for the template like "Simon Ubsdell/TKY Caption Height", in this case of
selected templates will be stored in a sub folder "TKY Caption Height" of the folder "Simon Ubsdell"

A note for path name entries. If you want to create a folder named "Build In/Out" you need to type
"Build In:Out". That's the way the underlying UNIX stuff works.
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In the example there is one template left without a "Template Path Name", but I know it was created by
DrFrankieWb. So in "Templates & Themes" (which can stay open all time) I entered this name but this
time I did check the "Don't overwrite existing template names" and used "Apply to All".
The result is: only for empty "Template Path Name" entries a new path name will be applied.
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How to change the Theme
"Theme Names" work the same way as installation paths. "Theme Names" are not necessarily
needed, sometimes it could even be useful to leave them empty -- it depends how the templates
should be organized within FCPX.
You can apply "Theme Names" for all or selected.

To remove all "Theme Names" just delete the text entry for "Template Themes" in the "Templates &
Themes" window, uncheck the "Don't overwrite existing template names" and use the "Apply to All".
"Theme Names" are destructive in a way that they will write the theme into the Motion XML, but this
won't affect the installation in any way nor affect any project. For version checking though it could be
important.
How to change the Version
You can also change the version of the template(s), which is destructive and should be left to the
original developer/creator, but this won't affect installation in any way nor affect any project. Internally
the versions will be used in the future to provide a way not to overwrite already existent templates - as
this will affect all projects which use the older version(s).
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How to change the Description
You can also change the description of the template(s), which is destructive and should be left to the
original developer/creator. It won't affect the installation in any way nor affect any project. For version
checking though it could be important.
Description Change is still under work.

So there are several options to configure both the installation path and the templates as well.
Once you are done just hit the "Install" button or press cmd - S. You will be asked for your admin
password. If you are a system admin the templates can be installed for all users in one step.
After installation is complete the templates will show up as expected in Final Cut Pro X.
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Installation Examples

As shown above the templates which had a "Template Theme" applied show the template theme
name above the actual template name.
So applying a folder name can be helpful if you want see a collection with a single click, applying an
theme name will help additionally to group (visually) the themes inside a group collection.
Finally all options are searchable.
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Advanced workflow examples
As described in the "Preferences" section and the "Menus" section there are some post-install actions
and an option not to install at all but create a kind of installer disk which could be useful especially for
users and developers who know Motion well but don't know how to create a complex installer.
!

Using "Install.mtt' files
If you have created an "Install.mtt' in either the backup folder or on the disk image you can just
double-click this file.

The MTT application will open with all your settings. But you must have the application installed.
Note: The "Install.mtt" files can have any custom name as long as they have the .mtt extension and
are not edited in a wrong way. In theory you can put several .mtt files into one folder - but this
hasnʼt been tested yet.

!

Using "Read me' files etc.
If you have selected the "Add Read Me file(s)" in the preferences the following panel will appear.
You can either drag files to the table or hit the "Add File" button to select a file. You can add as
many files you want. Supported file types are PDF, Text, RTF and Webloc files
This additional files won't be affected by the "Remove Originals" option -- they won't be removed.

To add a link to the application's website just press the "Add MTT .webloc file" button.
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If you have selected one or more "Read me" files the disk or folder might look like below.

Using the "Check FCPXL for Effects ..." option
With FCPX there are several options to move projects - even to other machines. Unfortunately this
does not include any custom templates used.
As already mentioned the way FCPX stores custom templates is focused on the current user rather
than the application itself. So even a different user on the same machine may get offline templates,
which are at least difficult to restore.
Using an XML to transport projects is really not recommended with the current XML implementation of FCPX. This doesn't mean current FCPXML is useless. In the case of double checking installed templates it's a big help.
So here how it works.
First export the project which you would like to transport to another location (or should be used with
another account) as XML. Then use the "Check FCPXL for Effects ..." option to import that XML. A
new window will open and all used templates are displayed in a list.
The type of template (Title, Transition, Generator, Effect) is shown, as well as the 'internal' path of
the template and the template name.
Furthermore there can be the theme names and build versions. Both of them are stored in the actual Motion template (which is an XML as well), both of them might be empty. The build version
probably at this time will always be empty as none of the template developers I know assign one they should do and also apply the version to the name. Why? It's really easy to screw up a whole
setup with either dupes or overwriting existing ones with a newer version where the elder ones are
already used in other projects and therefore might go offline.
Finally there are two more entries: "Installed" and "Custom". "Installed" shows whether the template is available for the current user at the current path. This doesn't mean that it is not available
at all. It could be at another location, but finally that doesn't change anything - FCPX won't find it as
well. So in any case it would make a lot sense to use the Motion Template Tool. It keeps your setups structured and probably will avoid double installations of templates.
"Custom" displays whether the template is built-in or, as the title says, is a custom one.
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Below you find the import from a simple project XML.

You can use the display information here as well. If a template isn't found, it will look like this:

You can use the list just as an overview. You also can try the MTT.app with the XML on another
machine.
Additionally you can create an 'Installer Folder'. This folder looks the same as a normal MTT installer folder. But the .mtt file internally is a bit different.
To create an install folder just hit the "Copy to Install Folder" button. MTT will ask you to select a
folder (optionally create a new one). Then it will collect all custom templates and do a safe copy to
the install folder. Additionally it will create a .mtt file in that folder which contains all the install information for the required templates.

An example using the above project.

Inside the user's Motion Templates folder the structure will look like above.
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The installer folder will have the flattened structure displayed below.

The .mtt file contains all the information to create the same structure as expected in the original
Final Cut Pro X project.
So youʼd better not change it!
If the FCPXML is analyzed on another computer with the Motion Template Tool missing templates
will be listed in an error text file.

!
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Using the "List all Templates of all Users" option
To use this option you will have to log in as an administrator. When the menu item is chosen a log
in panel will show up.

You have to enter your password to proceed.
Don't worry about that any of your valuable data might be modified -- you only need the log in to
read this data.
It might take a while to analyze all data since all mounted disks will be searched. This includes all
mounted network disks.
Depending on the permissions setup -- for the found users, network computers or disks -- some
Motion template specific information won't show up if the "~/Movie" directory is locked. Using the
HUD info panel a locked template won't show a preview picture.

Once finished all available templates from all available users are listed. The list allows to compare
what templates are installed for which user and where they are installed.

With the example above you see that templates from Alex Gollner are only installed for one user.
The templates from Simon Ubsdell are installed for both of the users (using the user list from
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above) though the use a different theme. This is a cosmetic problem as it doesn't affect the installation path nor any project which do use the template.
With the "Rand & Schatten" template it's more difficult. The template is installed for both of the users, but with a different path. This means that if the first user creates a project using this effect and
the other user opens the project the effect will be offline - and vice versa. The only way to fix this is
to install it twice (in the example for 2 users). The disadvantage is that within FCPX the same effect
will show up twice as well - but that's better than having an offline template.
By pressing the "Create synced installation folder" button you will be asked for a folder to save the
files to. The application will compare template names and installation paths. Future versions of the
application also will take versions, dates and published parameters into account.
As always you can create an ISO disk image as well.

When this work is done the list view of of the window will change to list the templates that need to
be installed.

As you can see all the user names are removed. Some of the templates are removed as well as
their installation paths match.
As described earlier the "Backup" folder does have a completely "flat" file structure. All the information about the installation paths is stored in the ".mtt" file.
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To do the final synchronization, first create a new install session (cmd-N) and open the .mtt file
from the backup folder.

This will look (with the above example) as shown below.

Now select all users on your current machine. DO NOT modify anything. In the preferences uncheck
the "Collect and copy installed templates to backup folder" -- than save the synchronized installation
for all users.
You have to be very careful using these installer files, as the version checking is not fully implemented
at this time. But there is no danger to damage any project - though the appearance of the "Template
Browser" might change.

For backup purposes you can create an ISO disk image as well.
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Important note about license agreements.

The Motion Template Tool will list and copy all templates -- regardless whether free or commercial -as long as they can be copied.
Some of the commercial templates are locked to a license on a dedicated machine so they won't work
on a "global" installation.
Others can be copied and used on any machine. But there might be license agreements which restrict
certain usage or installations. The Motion Template Tool can't find these license agreements nor any
other software can do this a the moment.
If you break the license rules you make yourself guilty for piracy copies of these templates -- I can not
take any responsibility for that.
So follow the rules.
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Release Notes
Organize your work very carefully when installing templates for FCPX. Learn how to
handle the templates, their themes, versions, descriptions and published parameters.
And take care of other accounts which might be installed on your machine and take
care about usage on other machines!
Copyrights
All of the mentioned application names are owned by their respective owners.
Some screen shots are owned by Alex Gollner
Versions
•
1.0 first release
•
1.0.2 cosmetic bug fixing, option to create an installer from a project FCPXML
•
1.1.0b Cosmetic bug fixing, option to compare users and sync the templates. Unified data bases for
upcoming version check. Documentation review, French and German versions of the manual in progress.
Known issues
If some disk(s) go to sleep mode while the app is open the Finder won't notify the application (nor any
other application - including itself) that this has happened.
Therefore some defaults of the app won't be recognized - and you get errors. These errors in normal
situations won't corrupt any data, but it will be a good idea to quit the application in this case, go to the
Finder to figure out which disk caused the trouble and switch the disk's power off and on again. This
will display an error message. In normal circumstances you can ignore the message. But it shows that
you should save all open documents in any application frequently.
As said it is not an application bug but a OS bug -- at least for 10.6.8.
As always there might be other unknown issues.
Fine print
As always use the app on your own risk. I'm not responsible for any damages that might happen.
Support is based on a 'I've spare time this moment', so you may have to wait for a few days to get a response. But I'll do my best.
Download Motion Template Tool for 10.6 +
Even though the app is free you might think about a donation. Make a donation
System Requirements:
•
Apple PPC/Intel (the faster the better).
•
1024 MB RAM (more = better), enough space for virtual memory
•
MacOS X 10.6 +
•
Apple Final Cut Pro X -- recommended
•
Apple Motion 5 -- recommended
Special thanks for feedback and help to (in alphabetic order):
Jeremy Garchow for all his input and feedback.
Frank Giesecke for all his input and spending the time to make this manual available in German language.
Alex Gollner for all the input and the incredible templates he creates - and for the review of this manual.
Frédéric Robin for his initial translation of this manual and older ones into French language.
Simon Ubsdell for all the input, feedback and his really useful templates.
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For further information contact:
Andreas Kiel
Nelkenstr. 25, D-76135 Karlsruhe
Phone: +49 721 597 846 16
eMail: kiel at spherico.com
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